


In contrast with the traditional daily eight-period schedule, a block schedule 
consists of fewer classes, each twice as long as a traditional class. Block 

scheduling organizes the day into fewer, but longer, class periods to allow 
flexibility for instructional activities. The expressed goal of block scheduling 

is improved student academic performance. 

More than 50 % of high schools in the United States are either using or considering a form of block scheduling.                  
Rettig/Canady 

TRADITIONAL 

1 45 

2 45 

3 45 

4 25-L 

5 45 

6 45 

7 45 

8 45 

BLOCK 

1 90 

2 45 

3 90 

3A 27-L 

4 90 

In the traditional schedule, a 
student would have 7 classes 
and a Lunch 
 
In the A/B block schedule, a 
student will have three 90 
minute classes, one 45 minute 
class, and a Lunch 
 

The following day, the student 
would have a different class for 
blocks 1,3,4. Total: seven classes 
over 2 days 



        Consider what it would be like if your job was organized like the work students do in a 
typical American school: When you arrive at the office, you are seated at a desk and you start 
working; then, 45 minutes later somebody rings a bell and says, “Jump up! You’ve got to  
go to your next job.”  
 . 

        So you run to another desk in another part of the building with a new boss, who has 
different rules and different expectations – a whole different agenda for you to accomplish – 
and you sit down and try to figure out how to do the job for 45 minutes, and another bell 
rings.  
 . 

        Then you jump up and run to another part of the building, and do another job for another 
boss with different rules and expectations for 45 minutes.  
  
         And you do this 7- 8 times during the day. Some of the rules are explicit, but many of 
them are implicit. You are supposed to figure out for yourself what your boss cares about and 
what she/he will really care about when evaluating your work.  
  
 Most of your bosses don’t know you well, because they see 30 or so employees every 45 
minutes and rarely get to talk to any of them one-on-one. If you get confused, most of your 
bosses will say, “Don’t talk to your coworkers; that’s cheating. Do your own work.”  
 . 

Under these circumstances, how productive do you think you would be?       
Hammond  2010 

 



WHO: CENTRAL REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 

WHAT: TRANSITIONING TO BLOCK SCHEDULING 
 

WHERE: HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL 
 

WHEN : START OF THE 2017-18 SCHOOL YEAR 
 

WHY: IMPROVED LEARNING, LESS PASSING TIME, ETC. 
 

HOW: BLOCK COMMITTEE, EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE, STRATEGIC PLANNING, NUMEROUS 
SCHOOL VISITS, VISITING TEACHERS TO CENTRAL, 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, ALL STAKEHOLDERS 
INCLUDED IN THE PROCESS, WORKSHOPS, IN-

SERVICE, ON-GOING MONITORING AND 
ADJUSTMENTS 



     IMPROVED TEACHING & LEARNING 
     LESS STUDENT PASSING TIME IN THE HALLWAYS 
     STRONGER INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS   
                  AMONG STAFF AND STUDENTS 
     FOCUS IMPROVED DUE TO FEWER SUBJECTS 
     LESS FRAGMENTATION IN CLASSES 
     IMPROVES TEACHER COLLABORATION 
     SCHOOL MORALE IMPROVES: LESS STRESS FOR ALL 
     MORE EXTENDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES 
     BETTER PREPARED FOR COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT 



      SCHEDULING OF MUSIC AND AP COURSES 
     POSSIBLE LOSS OF CONTENT RETENTION 
    OVERUSE OF TEACHER-CENTERED INSTRUCTION 
    STUDENT TRANSFERS CAN BE DIFFICULT TO PLACE 
     STUDENT ABSENCES ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO MAKE UP 
     ATTENTION SPAN OF STUDENTS 
     ADJUSTING TO CHANGE 
     ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR STAFF 

 
 



 Provide opportunities for richer discussions for students 

More class time to conduct extended activities, such as projects, 
cooperative learning, use of technology. 

 Smaller class size 

 Student-Teacher relationships improve, which improves learning 

 Instruction can include team teaching, cooperative strategies, and 
interdisciplinary studies for teachers 

 Students have less homework daily and less tests/quizzes to prepare for 
each day 

 Students benefit from multitude of instructional strategies, including 
differentiated instruction and one-on-one help. 

 Students have more time for reflection and deal with less information on 
a daily basis. 

 Critical, and higher-level, thinking can be accomplished in the Block 

 Students have the opportunity to work together more often 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Before a block scheduling model is introduced, it is important to identify the 

unique nature of a school community   

Consult resources outside the immediate school community    

 Involve all stakeholders in the process; form Block Schedule Committee   

Explore all scheduling alternatives in the decision-making process   

Provide significant staff development   

Seek constant feedback   

Maintain data on teacher and student performance 

Make appropriate adjustments 

Minimally commit to at least 3-4 years of block scheduling   

Continue to evaluate periodically 
 

Continue professional development, commit to ongoing brainstorming and 
problem-solving, be prepared to make modifications 

 
 

“The success or failure of any block schedule will be determined largely by the ability of    
               teachers to harness the potential of the block and improve instruction.”Canady & Rettig (1995) 



Adequate staff development time is essential for a transition to block scheduling  
                                                                                                                                   Canady and Rettig (1995)  

 

 Block scheduling is most effective when highly personalized; that is, when students 
receive instructional delivery matched to their individual learning needs.  

 

 Teachers will be given an abundance of professional development opportunities to 
adjust to teaching in block periods. This will lead to better classroom experience for 
students 

 

 Teachers will break the longer periods into segments for students, and offer more 
learning activities to increase the learning process. Students will learn more deeply. 
 

 Teachers will have the opportunity to use technology more in the classroom with longer 
periods. Technology is an excellent tool for today’s students. 

 
 

 The instructional staff will continue to have professional development after the school 
year begins. Much like the students, learning will continue for the teachers. 
 

 It will be an exciting time as teachers incorporate interesting activities, paired with 
deeper learning activities, which will result in improved student outcomes.  

 



PERIOD TIME MONDAY TUESDAY 

CLASS 1 7:55-9:25 GEO HONORS WORLD HISTORY 

CLASS 2 9:30-10:15 DIGITAL TV DIGITAL TV 

10:20-12:47 LUNCH LUNCH 

CLASS 3 10:51-12:21 SPANISH IA ENGLISH 9 H 

CLASS 4 12:26-1:56 HEALTH/PE BIO HONORS 

General sample of a student schedule. The student will switch  Periods 1, 
3, and 4 each day. Class 2 will meet everyday, and lunch is the same each 

day. Monday is Garnet Day and Tuesday is Gold Day and the pattern 
continues. 

Students will have three 90 minute blocks and one 45 minute class each day . 



Q. How does block scheduling benefit our  Central Regional students?  
  
A. There is an increase in daily instructional time and a decrease in the number of classes each day. Students have fewer classes for 

which to prepare and can spend concentrated time on each subject. According to one survey administered among students, the 
students reported receiving more individual attention, had more time for homework, found it easier to concentrate, and felt less 
stressed and rushed (Skrobarcek, Chang, Thompson, Johnson, Atteberry, Westbrook, & Manus, 1997).  
 

Q. With a 90 minute class, won’t the students find it difficult to pay attention to the same subject and the same teacher? 
  
A. We know that the average attention span for adolescents is anywhere from 20 to 50 minutes. Based on this fact, it is incumbent 

on teachers to vary the type and length of activities. For example, elementary school students are with the same teacher most 
or all of the day, but their day is broken up into different instructional components. In block-scheduled classrooms, the 
sequencing of activities and varying of instructional strategies are crucial elements of careful instruction by teachers and 
increased learning by students.  
 

Q. If my child  is absent from a block-scheduled class  will he/she miss so much work from that class that it will be impossible to  
             catch-up?  
 
A. A student absent for a full day does miss more time per subject, but rather than missing six or seven classes, only three or four 
classes are affected. Your child will meet with fewer teachers to collect make-up work. Additionally, many instructional strategies 
include cooperative learning. This allows your child to work with peers to obtain missing work assignments or to collect data for 
collaborative projects. Of course, the use of digital media, teacher web pages, etc. can aid the student in making up work.  
  
Q. Will my child’s retention decrease?  
 
A. Many parents, students and educators have expressed concern about students forgetting content knowledge and then needing 

extensive review of material when classes meet alternate days. The trade-off is deeper learning in fewer subjects each day, and 
more memorable learning. Block periods afford your child the opportunity to delve deeper into subjects, have  your child think 
on deeper levels, and synthesize deeper topics.  This will aid retention. 

 



Q Will my child have time to get served and eat their lunch? 
 
A Yes, with time to spare. Additional minutes have been added to the lunch periods  
currently in use.  
  
Q What are the educational benefits to block schedule? 
 
A The extended time in class will provide the teacher with the  opportunity for an increased use of 
various student-centered instructional styles (e.g., cooperative and small group 
learning, hands-on projects, project-based learning, and simulations), which all benefit your child. 
The periods will also provide opportunity to gain more in-depth understanding of 
concepts and provide more opportunities for critical thinking. The National 
Training Lab reports that we remember only one-fifth of what we see and 
hear, 80 percent of what we experience directly, and 90 percent of what we 
teach to others. Discussions, direct experience (simulations, etc.), and student 
sharing are all highly effective methods of learning; however, they’re also time consuming. 
With extended class periods, however, the teacher can use these best practices more often. 
It is important for students to be able to explore content in depth, making 
deeper connections with their existing knowledge base. Deeper connections 
translate into better retention and heightened problem-solving skills.  



Q Will students lose continuity of instruction with only being able to see their teacher 
every other day? 
 
A We do not believe that this will occur. In fact we believe that  students will retain knowledge longer, 
be able to apply knowledge better, and assimilate to a schedule more like the one that they will have 
when they enter college. Additionally, students will have longer periods of time with their 
teachers to build relationships, and getting to understand the teachers style; this will lead to improved 
continuity. 
  
Q What happens to the schedule when there is a weather-related cancellation? 
 

A If a GARNET Day is cancelled due to snow, the next day of school will be a 
    GOLD Day. Year-long schedules will be distributed and posted on line. They will be adjusted in March. 
  
Q Are there any economic ramifications of the block schedule to the taxpayer or the district? 
 

A The block does not have any negative ramifications on the budget. 
 
Q. Currently, my child often attends extra help. When will Extra Help be offered ?  
 

A. In the rotating schedule, teachers will be offering Extra Help twice a week during Office Hours. This  
will remain the same as the current schedule and in accordance with the contract. 

  
Q. Will students be permitted to leave during the  Lunch period?  
A. No – all students must remain on campus during the school day. 



Q.  Will students still be permitted to take study halls throughout the year? 
 

A.  No study halls will be offered throughout the year.  
  
Q. My child is a student with special  needs- how will he pay attention in a longer period? 
 

A. The teachers will  segment their activities four to six times during a block period. This can 
mean changing classroom grouping patterns (pairs, small groups, differentiated groups, 
etc.), feedback mediums (worksheets, communicators, board work, etc.), or even 
instructional mediums (board work, visual technology, Chromebooks, Internet resources, 
etc.) These changes make an 90-minute block feel like 4 to 6 mini-lessons.  

 
Q. My child goes to Vocs. What about vocational school students, will their busing times or 
schedules be impacted? 
  
A. The vocational bus will run at the same times it does now and there will not be any issues 
with scheduling for Vocs students.  



 
Q.  Is having an Garnet/Gold day confusing to students, in terms of knowing which classes  
      occur on what days? 
 

A.  Based on research and the staff’s numerous site visits, confusion about what day is not 
an issue.  Announcements and signs/flags will be available to assist students during the 
transition, and the “A” or “B” day designation will be made clear.  There will also be a 
calendar that will be included in the handbook to outline the “A” and “B” days 
throughout the year. Flags can be flown from the flagpole indicating the day, as well as 
signs being posted throughout the buildings. 

 
Q. What is the advantage of longer class periods? I am worried that my child, or   
          even the teacher, might find it hard to manage in  a 90 minute class? 
 

A. In some classes the extended period will allow for greater processing of more in-depth 
concepts; for example, discussions and writing assignments in History and English. In 
many classes it will allow for more varied activities including cooperative learning and 
the reinforcement of concepts, like in Math and Foreign Language. Our fine and 
performing arts, (and tech) programs will have the extra time to fully immerse 
themselves in either their musical practices or artistic projects. Extended class periods 
will allow for greater hands on, inquiry based instruction and assessment in Science as 
well as all other classes.  



Q. What about when my child is absent?  Will it be hard to make up the work?  
 

•    A student will have fewer classes in which to do make-up work.  For those students 
who are chronically absent, teachers and counselors will be able to intervene much 
sooner. 
•    Absences will result in missing only 3 or 4 classes one day; therefore, fewer classes 
to make-up.  Currently in the traditional schedule if your child is absent one day, 
he/she will have to do make up work from 7 different teachers. This will no longer be 
the case in Block Scheduling.  
 

Q. Will the teachers change the way they teach in longer periods? If so, how? 
Considering the longer periods, the teachers will have the opportunity to do some 
things differently. For example: 
 

•    Redesign daily lessons and activities to incorporate cooperative  
            learning, multiple intelligences delivery, and differentiation into their lessons. 
• More time for one-on-one teaching/learning to spend with individuals 
•    Able to schedule field trips, hands-on activities, guest speakers, and  
             interdisciplinary activities 
•    Greater variety of teaching strategies. 
•    Team teaching, cooperative learning, use of Media Center. 
•    Less fragmentation of instruction with more quality assignments. 
 



Q. Does Block Scheduling reduce student stress? 
•    Stress is lowered for both students and staff. 
•    Days are less hectic and halls are clear during class periods. 
•    Lower noise levels/less confusion in halls due to fewer passing times---Not as rushed. 
•    Faculty and students develop better relationships/interactions. This is critical in  
        improving student learning. 
 
 

Q. Has this schedule affected staff morale/student self-esteem at other schools?  If so, how? 
 

•    There are fewer cuts from classes (difficult to “hide” for 90 minutes). 
•    Attendance is up for both students and staff. 
•    Discipline referrals have decreased. 
•    Improves morale and effectiveness. 
• Students report they enjoy coming to school more. 
 
 

Q. How does the Physical Education schedule work for students? 
•    Meets for a full period every other day. 
 
 



Q. Will the new schedule reduce the number of classes offered to students? 
No. Offerings and sections will remain the same. Currently students take 7 
classes and lunch. The new schedule offers the same to every student.  

Q. How will students be able to concentrate for an 90 minute class? 
 The 90 period class will allow each teacher the opportunity to 
plan a more varied classroom experience. Our teachers will employ a variety 
of instructional techniques throughout the period to foster an engaging and 
effective classroom environment.  
Q. Is it possible that a new schedule will result in a longer school day? 
The length of school day will remain unchanged for students in Block scheduling. 
 
Q. Will school start and /or end times change? 
The start and end times for the high school and the middle school will remain 
unchanged.  
 
Q. Will sports and extra-curricular activities be impacted by Block scheduling? 
There will be no impact whatsoever for students who participate in after-school 
activities.  
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